Evaluation of neoplastic human mast cells by tryptase-immunoelectron microscopy.
To analyse and characterize the ultrastructural morphology of normal tissue mast cells (MC) and neoplastic bone marrow MC. We have examined the ultrastructure and cytomorphological features of MC derived from cord blood cells, neoplastic bone marrow MC in patients with systemic mastocytosis (SM, n = 4), myelomastocytic leukaemia (MML, n = 2), mast cell leukaemia (MCL, n = 2) and tryptase-positive acute myeloid leukaemia (AML, n = 4). Based on their ultrastructure and morphology, four distinct cell types could be delineated: (i) mature well-granulated tissue MC exhibiting a round central nucleus; (ii) atypical MC type I with oval nuclei, hypogranulated cytoplasm, and prominent surface projections; (iii) immature atypical MC with bi- or polylobed nuclei (atypical MC type II = promastocytes); and (iv) metachromatic blasts. Type I atypical MC were detected in a patient with indolent SM, whereas type II MC and metachromatic blasts were primarily found in MML, MCL and tryptase-positive AML. In all samples examined, the identity of MC could be reconfirmed by immunoelectron microscopy, irrespective of the stage of cell maturation or the disease variant, all types of MC contained tryptase in their cytoplasmic granules. Immunoelectron microscopy may be a helpful approach in confirming the identity of neoplastic MC in myeloid neoplasms.